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Introduction 

W hil st studying the propenies or e lectromagnetic waves and transmission lines in my 
youth. l was very challenged by the conventional approach to the topic, which in

volved extremely heavy mathematics. 

Since then there has been little change in this approach which does tend to leave those 
who are interested, but not well versed in the mathematics, rather at a loss. It has always 
been felt that a largely descripti ve, alternative approach vvould be most useful and provide 
a worthwhile initial insight into the topic. 

We are all familiar with the general idea orv.1lrnt a wave is - often from experiences with 
waves on the sea. However, as with many apparently obvious things in life, detailed study 
of the top ic can be surprisingly complicated. 

It is hoped that this book \Viii provide a useful, initial introduction both for the radio 
amateur and others starting out on the topic, to get a practical "feel" for the subject. 

The bulk of the material has therefore been made descriptive in nature with most of the oc
casionally-necessary mathematical material appearing in the appendices for those already 
familiar with the sol uti on of electrical network problems. 

Reg Irish. G4LUF 
2014 
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A General Introduction to Waves 

I t is hoped that this publication will introduce some of the more important properties or 
waves in general, and also some of the aspects which arc particularly relevant to under

standing the main properties or electromagnetic waves. 

As a child at the seaside, most of us watched the waves on the surface of the sea, noticing 
the way in which they travel in a specific direction. A li ttle later in life, perhaps as a rod and 
line angler, we might have noticed that a float on the water's surface does not travel with 
the wave, but rises and fa lls (almost) vertical ly as the wave travels past - Fi g. I. I below: 

I liuhcst Point or Float 
~ ' / 

I 
______ _ L __ _ 

/' I 
Lowest Point of rloat 

\\'~\ c Tr~n clling in 
This L>iri:t:tion 

Distance(~) -

Fig. I. I A Simple Wolff l'l·in·e 

Continuing our observations of the float, we may deduce that any particle of water within 
the wave will also move up and down in a similar manner, as suggested in Fig. I. I above. 
This particle \~·ill , in general therefore, have some energy due to its velocity (kinetic en
ergy). At the instant when the partic le is at the peak or the wave it is momentarily station
ary, with no energy due to its velocity - but it will have some energy due to its position 
(potential energy). As the wave sweeps past, both or these quantities vary in a direction 
which is perpendicular to the di rection in which the wave is moving. This type of wave 
is therefore known as a transverse wave and is typical or most types of electromagnetic 
waves which we will be considering in later chapters. 
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Returning to Fig. I. I again, it will be realised that there are three very signincant factors 
about the wave: 

1. They travel across the surface in one specific direction. In the case of water waves the 
speed at wh ich they travel is determi ned by the water depth - \Naves in the deep ocean 
are large and widely spread, whi !st those in shallow water are much closer together. In 
the case of electromagnetic waves, their speed depends upon the electrical characteris
tics of the medium through which they trave l (principal ly the relative permittivity of this 
medium). As expected, the symbol for velocity is "v". 

The velocity of radio waves is 300,000,000m/s (3.1 o~m/s) - a figure it is useful to be able 
to recall for future use. 

2. If a photograph is taken of the sea's surface, we see a regular, gently-undulating 
surface, varying with distance (x), in the direction of travel of the waves. The distance 
between adjacent wave peaks is known as the wavelength (symbol A. , normally ex
pressed in metres) of the waves . This is obviously the same as the di stance between 
successive troughs - or, indeed, between any corresponding points between two waves 
- see Fig. 1.2 

------A - ----

------ - A- ---- x 

Fig. 1.2 lhe Wll\-ele11g1h (}..) o(u lfo1·e 

3. lf one stands in the sea, the waves wil l sweep past, moving regularly up and down one 's 
legs as they do so. The number of waves passing in one second is know n as the frequency 
of the waves (symbol f ). This is meas ured in Hertz (Hz is the abbreviation). although c/s 
- cycles per second may be encountered in earlier texts on \Naves. 

Amateur radio commonly uses waves whose frequency is many thousands. millions or 
even thousands of millions of Hz and it is usual to express these as multiples of ten by 
using prefixes, as below: 

Prefix Abbreviation Multiplier Example 

Kilo k 1,000 = 103 2kHz = 2.000Hz 

Mega M 1,000,000 = I 06 14MHz = 14,000,0001-lz 

Giga G 1,000,000.000 =I 09 2.1 Ghz = 2, I 00,000,0001-lz 
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Other multiple prefixes do exist, but are not usually of interest as they are outside the 
amateur's range of interest. In summary, waves of a frequency f Hz, travel in a specific 
direction with a velocity (v), in a regular wave pattern, described by the wavelength (A). 

There is an important relationship between these three quantiti es, v, f and A. Fig 1.3. 
shows a transmitter emitting waves. As has already been discussed, the distance betvvccn 
similar parts of successive waves is the wavelength (A) 

I~ 'A---- _,.__ - - - _,.__ f...---

Transmitter 

Fig. I. 3 SnaJJ.1'101 of'a One Secofl(/ Tno1s111iss11111 

As shown in this diagram, the transmitter is emitting waves whose wavelength is 
f...m. 

In one second there are f cycles passing an observer. The di stance travel led by the 
leading part of the first wave (at X in Fig. 1.3) in one second is therefore f.A. m. This 
is the wave's velocity, v (distance travelled per second). Therefore 

v = f. A. 

The usefulness of this simple equation is illustrated by the frequent necessity of 
finding either for A when the other is known. For example, to fi nd the wavelength 
of a 14.1 MHz transmission (knowing that v = 3.1 oxm/s). 

Therefore A. = v / f = 3.1 o~ I ( 14.1. l 0'') = 2 l .3m (the 20m band). 

This is important info rmation as the size of the antenna is normally related to the 
wave length. 

The reader may care to consider an assoc iated ca lculation - to find the frequency of 
a radio wave whose wave length is 3cm (0.03m). (Answer: l OGHz). 
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Electromagnetic Waves in Free Space 

Electromagnetic waves: An electromagnetic wave is an example of a transverse wave - as 
discussed in Chapter 1. There are two quantities. I inked lo each other, assoc iated with 

this wave: 

1. An electric field ( E) Fig. 2 .1 , shows two parallel. flat plates separated by a distance d 
and connected to a voltage source V (Vo lts). Bet;veen these plates the air wil l be sub
jected lo an electric fie ld ofV/d Volts/m. If thi s field strength is very large (ie . if Vis 
very large or if cl is very small) the air between the plates may break down, with arcing 
taking place between them. The air between them is simply stressed by the electric fie ld . 
The symbol fo r electric field is E and thi s has units of Volts per metre (V/111 .). I lence E 
= V/d. The transmission of a radio wave is associated wi th such e lectric fie lds and, as 
may be expected, if this field has too high a value, the air may break down. Th is may 
be a problem where high power energy is concerned (for example in radar systems) and 
the whole guiding system is often tilled with pressurised air to increase th e sustainable 
electric fie ld before breakdown occurs. 

t -
I 

v t 
d 

i 
Fig 2.1 !111 Uectric /-'ie fd 

Lines of 
Electric Field 

Between Plates 

2. A magnetic fie ld (symbol H). Magnetic fields are normally generated by a current
carrying conductor. The diagram (Fig. 2.2) shows the magnetic field associated with 
such a conductor - it is suspected that amateurs will already be familiar wi th this effect 
and probably wi ll have encountered the concept when considering the working prin
ci pies of the electric motor. 
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Magnetic Field Lines 

Fig. :l. ] ,\/ag11etic Field Li11es S111T11111uli11g o C11rre111-Carrri11g Co11d11c1or 

The units of' magnetic fie ld are Amperes per metre (Alm) . In radi o practice, such magnet
ic fields are principal ly of interest far away from their originating conductors, where the 
field lines are effective ly straight. An electromagnetic wave in rree space consists of two 
component parts, an electric fi eld (E ) and a magnetic fi eld (1-1 ). Both quantities rise and fall 
together (as do the water waves discussed in Chapter I), but they are at right angles to each 
other and to the direction of the wave's propagation - as shown in Fig. 2.3 below. 

E E 

H 

" " 
r 

/ " / / / 

" / / 
/ " " / / / / / / / 

/ / / / / / / 

/ / / I / 

1 
l ; " ; ; / / / / / I I / I I 

)' / / / / , II //II )' / / I )' 
/ / / I / I 

,1/ / )' I I > , > 
H H 

E E 

Vig. :3.3 The U l'l'!1w1wg11elic Wm·e i11 Free Spoce 

" / 
/ / 

/ 
/ 

H 

" / 

""-
~ 

Wa ve Moves in 
Direction this 

By considering this simple diagram, we may readi ly apprec iate that an antenna designed to 
interact with the electric field (eg. a dipole) will not pick up any signal if it is aligned with 
the I-I-field. Simi larly, if a receiving loop, which principa lly interacts with the magnetic 
fie ld, is aligned to interact with the electric field o f' the wave. it wil l receive nothing. 
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For a transmission over the earth, the direction of the e lectric fi eld is call ed the polarisa
tion of the wave . Thus, a verti ca lly-polarised wave will have its electric fi eld perpendicular 
to the earth 's surface (eg. 2111 repeater transmiss ions) as in Fig. 2.3 Similarly, a horizon
tally-polarised wave wi ll have the E-ti eld along the earth's surface and the magnetic field 
will then lie perpendicular to the earth's surface, ( eg. frn radio broadcast transmissions). 
lt is interesting to note that the two fie lds, E and 1-1 are linked by the simple equation: 

E/H =Z0 

where 2 0 is known as the characteristic impedance of free space and has a val ue of 377 
Ohms (I 20n). Also notice from Fig. 2.3 that the direction of propagation of the wave is 
given by the direction in which a corkscrew wou ld travel when turning from the direction 
of E to the direction of H (try it for yourself using Fig. 2.3) 

One important factor, when considering electromagnetic waves is their "strength" . Is th e 
wave too \Veak to be detected by a distant receiver? At any distance r from a transmitter, 
the wave pO\ver flowing through one square metre is known as the intensity, l , of the wave, 
measured in Watts/square metre (W lm2). Fig. 2.4 below shows a transmitter, radiating a 
power Pr Watts and initial ly assumed to transmit equally in all directions, with a receiver 
at a range r metres . 

Sphere, Radius 

r(m) """ 

Fig. 2.4 The /m •c•r1·c S(/l/Ul"l' l.m1· 

Transmitter 
Power P, Watts 

The surface area of a sphere, radius r, surrou nding the transm itter is 4m2 and the power 
flowing through one square metre of this area is therefore P,/4rrr2 Watts per sq uare metre. 
This is the intensity ( I) of the wave at this distance from the transmitter. 

Thus: 

I = 
P, 

4m2 

To illustrate the importance of this s imple formula, cons ider a transmitter, power P1 , a 
rece iver initially at range r and receiving a signal intensity 11• If the receiver is now moved 



to twice the original range, ie. to 2r and also the transmitter power remains the same, the 
new intensity, b wi ll be given by 

I.:= P 1/4rr(2rr = I / 4 

ie. the intensity at this new range is reduced to one quarter of the original intensi ty. Simi
larly. if the range of the receiver is trebled. the s ignal intensity will be reduced to one ninth 
of the original intensity (l /32) . Increasing the range by five times wi ll reduce the intensity 
by twenty five times .. etc. Going the other way, reducing !he range to one ha lf of !he orig
inal will increase the intensity by four times. An associated problem frequently arises in 
which it is required to knmv the increase in transmitter power necessary to inc rease the 
maximum receiving range ofa received signal by a known a111ount. In thi s case the inten
si ties of the signal are the same, both are receiving a just-detectable signal intensity. As an 
exa111plc, let us find the increase in trans111itter power necessary to double the 111aximum 
receiver range. Initial ly, 

11 = P1 /4m 1' and at the increased range 12 = P1/ 4m/ , where P11 and PT2 are the transmit
ted powers at ranges r1 and r2 respecti vely. However, these intensities are both the sa me 
(a just detectab le signal) and r2 = 2r1• Fro111 the second of these equations it is obv ious ly 
necessary to make P12 = 4PT 1 to get back to the original intensity, the '"4s·· cancelling out. 

Alt hough these fairly straightfonvard calculations are certainly good for working out !he 
range. lransmilter power and intensity of a s igna l, in practice the results often va1y sign if
icantl y due to other effects - such as reflections l'rorn the ionosphere, intervening terrai n, 
ground effects and notably at VI-IF and above, the detailed vveather conditi ons. 
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Guided Electromagnetic Waves 

T here is otten a requirement to transport electromagnetic wave energy from one loca
tion to another with the minimum rossible energy loss - cg. from a transmitter to its 

antenna. This energy may be guided using a wide variety or systems, the most common 
of whi ch are the coaxial line and the open twin feeder. These and some ol' the many 
other wave guiding a1Tangements \vh ich may be encountered in practice are outlined in 
Appendix A. 

Waves in both coaxial lines and in open twin feeder are essentially transverse elec
tromagnetic waves, ie. their electric and magnetic fields are both perpendicular to 
their direction of propagation and also to each other - as are such waves in free space (see 
Chapter 2 ). However, they are con tined by a meta II ic conductor arran gement wh ich en
sures that they are not subject to the spreading effects (llr") of such waves in free space. 
There are two important points to appreciate here: 

I. The ve locity of the \.Vaves wi ll be, general ly, less than it wou ld be in a vacuum (or in 
air). This is large ly attributable to the dielectric constant (relati ve permitti vi ty) of the 
material through which the waves trave l. In general, the ve locity (v) is given by: 

v == c!V"Er 

where c is the waves' velocity in a vacuum (3.108 m/s) and£,. is the relative permittivity of 
the insulating material. Tables of th e values of this relative dielectric constant for a range 
of materials are readily available in many textbooks and on the internet - a few of the more 
common ones are shown in Table 3.1 below: 

Material 

Dry air 

Glass 

P.T.F.E. 

Polythene 

Relative Permittivity 

1.0006 

approx. 5.0 

2.0 

Tuhle 3 .1 So111e Co111111u11 Ma!l'l'wls und Their Rela!in.> l'cm1itli1·itr 

2. In a guided wave system, the e lectrostatic and magnetic fields are, respectively, directly 
assoc iated with the vo ltage between the conductors and the currents in them. In the same 
way as the ratio E/H is tixed for waves in free space (Chapter 2) as Z1,, the characteristic 
impedance or free space, so in the case of guided systems, the ratio or the vo ltage across 
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the conductors lo the current in the conductors is Axed. Th is is call ed the characteristic 
impedance of the system (symbol Zo), 

ieV/l = Zo 

everywhere on the line. This is enti rely governed by the geometry of the system. 

Some standard results for common lines are shown in Appendix B. In the cases of the 
commonly used coaxial line and the open twin line, these characteristic impedances are 
usually in the order of 30 to 200 Ohms and 150 to 600 Ohms respectively. Since these 
two types of' transmission line are the most commonly used, a short consideration of their 
characte risti cs is appropriate here: 

1. The Coaxial Line 

Outer Sheath 

Dielectric 

-----
Electric Field 

Magnetic Field 

Fig.3.1 Elecrro111ag11eric ll ill'<'.1· in a ( '110.rial ( ·ahle 

Thi s form or wave guiding system consists of a central conductor. surrounded by a cy
lindrical conducting sheath - as indicated in Fig.3.1 above. The outer conductor is nor
ma lly a c lose ly-woven copper wire sheath, making the arrangement quite fl ex ible. For 
extremely hi gh powers, solid inner conductors and oute r sheath s may be used but, as may 
be expected, there is liule or no mechanical flex ibi lity with such systems. The presence 
of the outer sheath ensures that both th e electric and magneti c fi elds are confined with
in the cable and this cable may therefore be used in the prox imity of metallic objects 
- guttering, metal window frames etc. without affect ing its operation. (This contrasts 
with the open twin feeder, to be described later in this chapter.) As has been outlined, the 
ratio between the vo ltage, between the conductors and the current in them, is called the 
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characteristic impedance (symbol Zo) and depe nd s solely upon the ratio of the radius of 
the inner conductor to the radius or the outer conductor (sheath). The formula for this is 

Z0 = 138 log 10(R/r) Ohms 

where R is the inner radius of the sheath and r is the radius of the inner conductor. Often 
the space between these conductors is fi I led with a plastic supporting material , frequently 
a foam , and th e characteri st ic impedance given by the above should then be divided by the 
square root of the relati ve permitti vity of the filling. 

2. The Open Twin Line 

J' I ". 
/ ~il\ 

1 - Electric Field 
Ji \ 

- - - - - Magnetic Field 

Fig. J.2 r;/ec/m111ag11elic Waves on Open Twin Feeder 

This is the s implest type of transmission line, consisting s imply of two parallel conductors, 
maintained at a constant spac ing along their length (Fig. 3.2 above). This spacing is usual
ly achieved by the use of individual "spreaders", set regularly along the length of the line 
or by a narrow plastic web arrangement. It is worth noting that this spacing between the 
conductors should be kept to a value which is less than about I /16th to I /20th of a wave
length. Wider spac ing than this results in a s ignificant amount of energy radiation from 
these feeders. The wave is propagated as a s impl e transverse e lectromagnetic wave - as has 
already been discussed. l lowever, it is obvious from Fig. 3.2 that the electric and magnetic 
fi elds are not closely confined to the conductors, but extend some distance around them. 
Th is implies that care should be taken not to interfere with these fields by running the line 
near or over metallic objects - such as metallic guttering or wi ring systems. The character
istic impedance (Z0 ) of this line is given by 

Z0 = 276log10(2D/d) 

where D is the spacing between the centres of the two conductors and d is the diameter of 
the conductors th emselves. 



Losses in Wave Guiding Systems 

In practice, there are three pri ncipal sources of energy loss in these systems: 

I. Resistive losses (l2R) in the conductors. Although the meta l concerned is usuall y copper 
- a good conductor - it docs ha ve some resistance which absorbs some of the pmver pass
ing through. The effective res istance does vary with frequency and it is worth noting 
that this may be signi ficantly higher than the resistance at de. This is due to the tendency 
of hi gh frequency currents to ft ow on the outside ·'skin'' of the conductor, ra ther than 
uni forrn ly th roughout its cross-secti onal area. 

2. Losses in the dielec tric material supporting the conductors. These may be minimised 
by the careful cho ice of the type of cable but, again, these will not be the same for all 
frequencies . 

3. Radiation losses from coaxial cable are likely to be very small , but it should be apprec i
ated that some leakage, even through the closely-woven sheath, does occur. In the case 
of the open twin line, some sma ll amount of direct rad iation does occur but this may be 
minimised by keeping the conductor spacing small compared to the wavelength 01· the 
propagating energy. 

Ill 
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Standing Waves on Transmission Line Systems 

I n chapters I and 2. we have seen that a travelling electromagnetic wave in a guided 
system consists of both a voltage wave and an assoc iated cu rrent wave. The re lationshi p 

between thi s voltage and current is everyw here given by 

V/ I = Z., 

where Z 0 is called the characteristic impedance of the line (this is effectively res istive 
for high frequency lines where the losses may normally be neglected). Th is is shown in 
Fig. 4.1: 

- - - - - - --------·---- - - - - - -

From 
Transmitter 

Direction Of Wave Travel 

To 
Load 

------ ------------ ------

Fig . ./. I /)irec1io11 o{ ll i1n' F.11e1gy Flml' 

In Fig. 4.1. consideration of the di rection of the wave energy flow is indicated by the direc
tion of IF with respect to the head of the arrow representing V1 - in this diagram the wave 
is therefore travell ing to the right. Also not ice that in the absence of any other eflects the 
measured voltage and cunent due to this wave on the line is everywhere the same. namely 
Yr and Ir. It is also important to note that, contrary to popular beli ef. the nature o f the load 
at the end of the line does not affect these conditions. 

The forward wave (VF an d I1. ) now travels down towards the load. It is not an intel ligent 
wave (!)and therefore does not know what might befall it once it arrives at the load. How
ever, once it actually arri ves at the load, the energy in the wave vv ill split into two parts: 

I . Part may be absorbed by the load itselt'- usual ly the antenna, to which we want to send 
the max imum possible power 

2. Some fraction of the power in the forward wave may be reflected back up the line, 
towards the transmitter. This si tuation is shown in Fig. 4.2 , where V1 and J,. are associat
ed with the fo rward wave and VR and IR are assoc iated wi th the reflected wave. 
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From 
Transmitter 

Zo 
t t 

Fig 4. 2 Fonn1rd i!nd R!'1·e1:1'(' Won's 011 a Trw1.rn1issi1111 U11e 

Load 

ZL 

In general therefore, there are two trave ll ing waves on the line. one travel ling forward to
wards the load, and one trave ll ing back towards the generator (transmitter) - as in Fig . 4.2. 
Notice that the reflec ted cun-ent is in the opposite direction to the forward current because 
the refl ected wave is travelling to the left. 

Before looking at the effects of havi ng two waves on the line, we may fi rst investigate the 
factors which determine the size of the reflected wave by considering conditions at the 
load, z,_ 
At the load itself, the vo ltages V, and V R wil l simply add but the currents wi ll subtract 
si nce they are going in opposite directions. Hence the voltage across the load is V

1
• + VI( 

and the current is IF - IR as shown in Fig. 4.3. 

--- - -------~ 

From 
Transmitter 

tt 
Zo VR VF 

11 -- - - -------~ 

Fig. 4.3 Comlitimrs al Iii!' I.om/ 

But the load obeys Ohm's Law so that: 

z = 
I 

Voltage across ZL 

Current through Z
1 
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But each of the currents, 1, and I" is determined by: 

Ir= V/ Z
0 

and lR = V/ Z" 

Substituting these expressions into the above equation for Z gives 
I. 

Z u( V, + VR) 
V, -VH 

To find V
11 

rrom thi s, cross multiply the above to give 

and re-arrangi ng: 

or 

The fraction in this expression is known as the voltage reAection coefficient (often simply 
abbrev iated to "reAcction coefficient"), symbol p - the Greek letter "r". Notice that when 
Z, = Z", p = 0 all or the forward power is absorbed by the load and none is reflected back 
up the line - the desirable situation! 

Also as we have seen, from this, if ZL = 0. a short circuit, then Vi( = -V" and all of the 
forward power is refl ected back, p = -1. The negative sign simply means that the reflected 
wave at the load starts movi ng back towards the transm itter "upside down" with respect to 
the forward wave (see later). This ties in with the necessi ty for the voltage at the load to be 
zero (a short - circuit) and this is shown diagrammatically in (Fig. 4.4). 

Similarly, with an open - circuit load, when ZL = =, VR = V, (p = I ) when the voltage will 
be twice V

1
• 

The other possibility for ZL is that it is a complex impedance (ie. it consists of both resis
tive and reacti ve components), but the same principles also apply. To keep thi s presenta
tion at a reasonable level, only resistive loads are considered here but complex values of p 
are easily dealt with should it be necessary. 
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Let us now look at the effects of the waves, refl ected back from the load, on the rest of the 
line. The topmost diagram in Fig. 4.4 shows a wave on a transmission line system which 
has been sho11 - circu ited at its end, ie. Z

1 
= 0. As has already been seen, the refl ection 

coefficient (p) is then -1, meaning that the whole wave starts returning to the transmitter 
in such a way that the total voltage at the load is zero (consistent wi th a short-circui t). 
Examination of the right hand side of this fi gure illustrates this condition. 

Look ing back along the line also shows there to be zero total voltages at thi s instant. Sub-
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sequent diagrams illustrate what is happening at later times. In the second diagram, I/ 12th 
of a cycle later (30") the forward wave has advanced slightly towards the load and the 
reflected wave has moved the same distance from the load. The total voltage (V

1 
+ V

1
() is 

not now zero, as it was in the first diagram. 

The next diagram, I/6th cycle later (60"), shows both waves to have moved even further 
and the total wave to be greater even than the incident wave. 

In the fourth diagram the tota l voltage on the line (V, +VR) can be seen to have risen to 
peaks which arc twice the value of the forward wave. Further diagra111s show what happens 
for the rest ol'the cycle - in particular notice that this total voltage wave again rises to twice 
that of the forward wave, but in the reverse direction. However. looking carefully at the 
whole set of diagra111s, we can locate positions on the line where the voltages VF and V R 

are always equal and opposite and therefore cancel. These occur at the load itself, half a 
wavelength (/-./2) back from the load, one wavelength (A) from the load .... ie. every half 
wavelength from the load. 

The author was born at the seaside, and I am reminded that when we had a severe storm, 
very high sea waves occurred, extremely dangerous volumes of water moved up and down 
at the vertical edge of the promenade. 

Safe Distance 
from Sea Wall 
(Zero Wave Height) 

.+-~~~~ 3A~~~~__,,~, 

4 

Promenade 

-- Incoming Wave 
- - Reflected Wave 

rig. 4.5 T/111 ;/11//wr on rhe Pm111e11ade 011aSrurm1·1Ja\' 

It was too easy to be swept av.:ay into the sea >vith disastrous consequences. The edge of 
the sea corresponds to a point in Fig. 4.4, \vhere the waves rise to twice the height or the 
forward wave alone (A/4 back from the short-circu it load position in the first diagram). 
However, at a distance A./4 out to sea , the incident and reflected water waves cance l and 
relatively calm water will occur. The common loca l advice if you are un fortunate enough 
to be swept away by an unusually large wave, is therefore not to try to struggle back to 
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the sea wall. but to strike out seawards until an area of calm water is encountered, (where 
the forward and reflected waves cancel) and to there await rescue! 

Figure 4.6 shows the same situation. as before in Fig. 4.4. but \vith a reflection coefficient 
of - V2. In a similar manner to Fig. 4.4, the reflected wave, together with the forward wave 
causes the total voltage to vary with distance. However, when the positive or negative 
peaks of the waves coincide the total voltage now rises to I V2 times that clue to the for
ward wave alone, ie Y, (I + Jpl) . Similarly, when the wave peaks oppose each other, the 
resultant voltage is only one half of that of the forward wave, ie v, (I - lpl). The ratio of 
this maximum to minimum voltage on the line is called the voltage standing wave ratio 
(YSWR for short, symbol , s). The symbol !pl indicates the size of the reflection coefficient, 
ignoring its associated sign. 

Thus 
I +Jpl 

S=--

] - lpl 
the ratio of the maximum to minimum line voltages. 

Relative l 
Signal 
Amplitude 

Distance Along Line 

Pv· f
l 
I 
I 
I 

-~I Pv - 0 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Fig. 4. 7 Amplitude ofsigna{1· 011 a line for Various Reflection Cocjficienls (p) 

The actual way in which the voltage in the line varies with distance has been calculat
ed {Appendix C) and is shown in Fig. 4. 7 for the cases where IPI = 0, 1!., V2, 31. and I. 
Notice that the amplitude of this voltage is not sinusoidal with distance. 

m 
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Also note that: 
1 +!pl 

S = --
1 - !pl fo r each case. 

Summari sing then, the presence of reflected waves on a line implies: 

I. That the maximum possible power is not delivered to the load - a most important con
sideration. To achieve th is Z1. must be made equal to z ... 

2. The refl ected wave interacts with the forward wave to produce a standing wave where 
the tota l voltage on the line varies with the distance along the line. In the case when 
IPI = I this stan di ng wave wil l ri se to twice the value of the forward wave alone at some 
positions. Furthermore, if the vo ltage associated with the forward wave is close to the 
breakdown voltage or the line, flash-ove r may occur between the conductors. 

3. Additionally, the power losses in both the dielectric betvveen the conductors and the 
resistance of the conductors themselves. increase s igni fi cant ly. 

All ofthesc factors show that the presence of standing waves on a transmiss ion line system 
is generally undesirable and it is impo1tant therefore to minimise them. Ways of achieving 
this are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Transmission Line Matching 

Already outli ned in Chapter 4, a wave on a transmiss ion line will eventually 
encounter the load at its end - usually an antenna. In general, when it arrives at this 

end. patt of the incident wave is absorbed by the load (des irable) and part is reflected back 
up the line towards the source (undesirable), giving rise to a standing wave on the line. 
Addi ti onally. less tha n the maximum possible power is now del ivered to the load. The 
chal lenge is, therefore. to make an electrica l load, whose impedance is not equal to the 
characteristic impedance of the line. absorb all o f the incident wave power. The process of 
making a load impedance appear to be elec trica ll y the same as th e characteristic impedance 
of the line (Z11) - and therc!o re absorb all ol' the incident power - is known as matching. 

Agai n, from Chapter 4, the reflected wave, compared to the incident wave is given by the 
reflection coefficient or the load, p, whi ch is given by 

p = {Z1. - Zo)/(Zl + Zo) 

Obviously, if Z1 is made electrically equal to Z11 then p = 0 and no power is reflected. All 
of the power in the incident wave is then delivered to the load (antenna). 

There are a very large number of ways in which this may be achieved and only some of 
these are outlined below. J\s will be deduced from these, at high frequencies the networks 
tend to use lumped components and at very high frequencies (VHF and above), sections 
of short-circuited or open-circuited line arc used. The genera l layout, however, is usually 
as shown in Fig. 5. 1 below. 

1J 
ANTENNA L VSWR LOAD 

TRANSMITTER - TUNING -11 METER 
UNIT {ATU) 

(ANTENNA) 
1; 

Fig. 5. I The ( ;e111.:ra/ l.arnut 

(In practice. the amateur will probably simply adjust the contro ls or the Antenna Tuning 
Unit (ATU) until a sati sfactory VSWR is achi eved - without understandi ng the operation 
of the system! ). 

Matc hing Using Lumped Components 

In general, the term inals ol' an antenna, or other load, wi ll present an impedance which 
may be considered to be the equivalent of two electrical components - a resistive com
ponent which will appear to di ssipate power, which is, in real ity, radiated from the 



antenna and a reactive component which may be considered to be either an inductance or 
a capacitance. The problem is therefore twofold, a) to remove this reactive part of the im
pedance and b) to make the remaining resistive part eq ua l to the characteristic impedance 
of the line (Zo). Some of the more common methods arc described below, but it should be 
appreciated that this is by no means an exhaustive list. For furt her reading on thi s topic 
(particularly at VHF and UHF) the ARRL's "Anten na Impedance Matching" by WN Ca
ron is particularly recommended. 

The L-Section Coupler 

~ 
From 

Transmitter 

~ 

z From 
o Transmitter ______________ __, 

Fig. 5.l L- :\ /a1chil1g Cirrnils 

As \.v ii i be seen from Fig. 5.2 above. this is probably the simplest of a ll the matching 
circuits and the val ues of the capacitance and in ductance can readily be ca lcu lated when 
the impedance of the load is known. It is important to notice that the capacitance must 
be connected across the higher res istance. of either the load or the characterist ic li ne im
pedance. It should also be remembered that if the load has any signi ficant inductive or 
capacitive reactance, this simple match ing circuit may not be able to compensate for this 
and and achieve a satisfactory match. The calculation of the appropriate circuit val ues is 
strai ghtfcmvard and is shown, with a worked example, in Appendix D. 

The Pi(rr) Coupler 

A 

L Inductors Normally 
Combined 

-------............... 

From 
Transmitter 

B 
-------------------+-----' 

I L - Section I L - Section I 
I I I 

Fig. 5.3 The l'i(rr) Sff/io11 Mulching Cirrnil 
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The design of the L - sect ion(s) requires some prior knowledge of the resistance of the 
load, in particular whether it is greater than, or less than, the characteristic impedance of 
the transmission line. This may be overcome by connecting two such sections together, as 
shown in Fig. 5.3. As may be expected, the two inductors are normally combined into one 
component. When properly adjusted, the impedance between A and 8 in Fig. 5.3 wil l be 
res istive and numerically eq ual to the characteristic impedance of the feeder line. In gener
al, the calcu lations associated with th is operation are quite complex and, unless the actual 
load impedance is known, the best practical approach is to make successive adjustments 
to the ind ividual controls until a satisfactory match is ind icated by the system's VSWR 
meter. In practice, the inductor is made variable, either by having a series of switched taps 
on its windings or by having a "roller-coaster" inductor in which the effective inductance 
may be varied by moving the position of a mechanical roller, making contact with the coi l. 
The capacitors C 1 and C2 should be selected to have their vane spacing large enough to 
withstand the potentially high vo ltages which may be encountered. It is worth noting that 
C: usually has the higher voltage across it and it should therefore be selected with care. 

A range of other configurations is out li ned in the RSGB Handbook but even these cannot 
encompass all of the arrangements likely to be encountered in practice. One point to be ap
preciated with the It-circuit is its inherent ability to discriminate agai nst any harmonics in 
the output of the transmitter. The capacitor C 1 will have a reduced reactance at the hi gher 
frequencies, tending to short them out, the inductor wi ll have an increased reactance at the 
higher frequencies, tending to block them off from the antenna (load) and any harmonic 
power which does get through will again tend to be shorted out by the lowered reactance 
ofC2. 

The T- Circuit 

This frequently-encountered circuit is able to match quite a wide range of lines to their 
loads (antennas) over the majority or the HF bands of interest to radio amateurs. It should 
be noted that this arrangement requires the two variable capacitors to be ganged together, 
usually on a common spindle with neither or the capacitors having any connection to the 
common (earth) line. 

A 
• 

Load 

B 

Fig. 5.4 The T-Configuration Matching Circuit 

The matching arrangements shown above are all normally suitable for achieving a match 
between the characteristic impedance of th e transmitter's output line and the load over a 
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wide band of freq uencies. However, one popular circu it, which does not obviously fall into 
the Torn: configuration is the z-match ATU, shown in Fig. 5.5. 

t 
Input 3 To Load at 
from 14, 2. & 2BMHz L2 

Transmitter 

Fig. 5.5 The 7-Match Cirrnil 

There are a few points to note about thi s c ircuit: 

To Load at 
3.5 & ?MHz 

I. C, is norma ll y a 500pF (maximum) variable capacitor (receivi ng type) but it must be 
iso lated from the common (earth) connection. It is usually adjusted by an insul ated ex
tension to it's spindle. 

2. C2 is a spli t stator capac itor of approx imately 250pF (maximum) per section. 

3. This tuner has two output con nections, each particularly sui ted to a particular frequency 
band. Changing the operating band may therefore necessitate the inconvenience of 
changing the output connection from one output socket to the other. 

A more deta iled account of th is type ofATU, appears in the RSGB 's Radio Communica
tion Handbook (p.12.52 et seq .)i1 J, inc luding information on the two-winding coils and a 
suggested practica l layout. 

The Quarter-Wave Transformer 

Sometimes the load is a s imple resistance (such as a dipole) which may not match the 
transm ission line. In this case the so lution is significantly simpler. us ing the quarter - wave 
transformer. As is shown in Appendix E. a length of line one quarter of a wavelength long 
and con nected between the feed line and the load will provide a match if the characteristic 
impedance of thi s section is made equal to the sq uare root of the product of the resistance 
of the load and the characteristic impedance of the feeder line, ic: 

Zo"" = .j Zo R1. 
I 

where Zo_;__ and Zo are the characteristic impedances of the quarter-wave sect ion and of the 
feed line respectively and R1 is the resistance of the load. The arrangement is shown on the 
oppos ite page for clarity. 

If broadband matching is requi red, then two or more transformers may be connected in 
series with each other to achieve the desired, broadband matching. If space is not at a pre-



mi um, then a section of line whose characteristic impedance varies exponentially along its 
length may, a lternatively, be used to realise this broad-band matching - as shown below in 
Fig. 5.7. 

- - - - - --------' 

From Transmitter 

- - - - - -------. 

From 
Transmitter 

..__ _ __ A. -----1~ 

4 

Fig. 5. 6 The Quarter- WaFe Tran.\'fim11er 

I 

kx 
Z0 e 

I 
l-x - ----
1 

Vig 5. 7 The Exponential Line Tmn.l'j(; rmer 

Matching at VHF and lJHF Using Stubs 

Resistive 
Load 
(RLl 

Resistive 
Load 
(RL) 

Stubs are s imply lengths of trans111iss ion line, whi ch may be either short - circu ited, 
or open-ci rcuited at their ends. As is shown in Appendi x E, these are si111ply substi tutes 
for inductors and capacitors respectively and they are especially suitable for use in match
ing a transmiss ion line to its load at high frequencies (VHF and above). Such stubs are 
normal ly connected across the line to be matched, making the adjustment of their positi ons 
and/or lengths relati vely strai ghtforward (connecting stubs in series with the line can also be 
used to achieve a 111atch. but installation would imply the cutting ol'thc line - not attractive 
if an alternative is available) . An arbitrari ly-chosen load, consisting of a res istance of 
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122 Ohms in cries with a capacitance ofreaetanee98 Ohms is shown in Fig. 5.8 as an example 
of the genera l a1n ngement. Detailed calculations relating to th is example are given in 
Appendi x F. 

- --0.142A - - -

- - - - - ------.....-------------. 

All Z0 s = 50 Ohms 

Fig. 5.8 A hpical S111/>-:\la1chi11g Arrw1ge111e111 

References 
[1 J RSGB's Radio Communication Handbook (p.12.52 et seq.) 

[2) ARRL's 'Antenna Impedance Matching' 
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Transmission Lines as 
Resonant Circuit Elements 

Appendix E shows the input impedance (Z, ) of a length (x ) of' line, characteristic imped
ance Z11 and terminated in a load impedance ZL to be gi ven by 

Zs = (ZL + jZ0tan Px)/( l + [Z1.IZutan Px) l . 

Where P is the phase constant, equal to 2n(A. 

If the end or the line is made a short-c ircuit, then Z1. = 0 and equation l above be
comes 

Zs = jZo tan ~x 

Furthermore, i r Px is made equal to n/2 ( ie. 90"), then x = A/4 and Zs --7 oo. If ~x is less than 
n/2 this represents an inductance and if Px is greater than n/2 (but less than n) it represents 
a capacitance. This is very similar to the properties of an L-C parallel circuit and, over a 
small range of frequenc ies, they may be considered equivalent, as shown in Fig. 6. I below: 

I A I 
1--x =- ----1 
I 4 I 

Zs . ---+ 

S/c 

z
1 

= O 

• L --• 

1-"ig. 6. 1 £q11iwile111 Cirrnils 

j~ 
2rr~ 

Similarly, if the line is left open-circuited at its end, then ZL = oo and equati on I above 
becomes, 

Zs= -jcot ~x, 

the terms containing Z1. predominating over all the others. If ~x = n/2 then x = A/4 and ZL 
--7 0. If ~x is less than n/2 this represents a capacitance and if ~x is greater than n/2 (but 
less than n) it represents an inductance. This therefore has the same properties as a series 
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L-C ci rcuit near resonance and they may there fore be considered equivalent, as indicated 
in Fig. 6.2. 

I A I 
1.__ x =- --+I 
I 4 I 

Zs 
' - • --• 

O/c 

Fig. 6.:! Eq11irnlr:111 Circuits 

Usi ng these concepts it is appreciated that these config urat ions make such line sections 
readil y adaptable to the reali sation of filters fo r use at VHF and UHF. For example, the 
three-resonant circui t. band pass filter shown in lumped circuit fom1 in Fig. 6.3 is able to 
be realised using sections of li ne - as in Fig. 6.4 . 

L 

Input 

c 
(' 

L 

C Tuning Adj ust 

Cc Coupling Adjust 

L 

Output 

/"ig. 6.3 A J.1111111ed-Co111pn11rnt. Ba11dpms 1-'ilter 

Such fi lters are onen used in amateur repeater systems, where it is important that powerful 
signal s from the transmi tter section are kept out ol'the very sensitive receiver's in put. Ad
ditionally, it is most desirab le that the relatively weak received signals arriving at the re
cei vcr's input arc not diminished by interaction with the transmitter's output circui ts. Such 
fi lters are usua ll y manu fact ured from solid coax ial sections for stability (and are therefore 
like ly lo be quite expensive!). If bandstop fi lters arc required. consideration of Equation I 
with x = A/2 (ie. ~x = 180") gives Z\ = 0, a short circu it at this frequency. Bandstop filters 
may therefore be constructed using such A./2 sections. in a similar manner to the band pass 
filters discussed. 
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Fig. 6 4 A Coo.rial Line Bandpass Filler 

Another application where the use of such line sections may be encountered is in the out
put circui ts of high-power VHF and UHF amplifiers. Here the output devices will have a 
capac itance (to earth). This may be used with a section of line. usua lly short-circuited at its 
far end, to form a resonan t ci rcuit at the operating frequency. It also prov ides a conven ient 
no-signal connecti on point for the de feed to the device. For example. the most use ful, 
a lthough now rather dated. Mullard QQV06 - 40A, double - beam power tetrode. has an 
output capac itance or 2. 1 pr , which has a reactance or 505 Ohms at I SOM Hz. A length of 
transmiss ion line. manufactured from I 0111111 diameter tubing and spaced at 40111111 be
tween conductors, ,,.i II have a characteristic impedance of 250 Ohms (Appendix B) and, 
using Equation 6 in Append ix D gives ['~x = tan- '(2) or f3x = 64'', giving x = 36cm. The 
overall arrangement is shown below: 

J6cm 

40mm 

--~---- - - - - - --;1:--------i 

OQV06 - 40A 

Fig. 6.5 Output Cirrnit Design 

Shorting 
~ Bar 

DC INPUT 

,.__J 

m 
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It should be noted that loading this circuit (to extract power) may introduce other compo
nents into the circui t which may detune it by a small amount. IL is usual to mai ntain the 
resonance condition coarsely. by adjusti ng the position of' the short circuit at the end of the 
line, and lo achieve fine tuning by an adjustable metallic vane. arranged to move closer to, 
or further away from, the line (hence causing small changes in Z11). 

m 
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Measurements on Transmission Lines 

The principal area or measurements which are relevant to transmission systems. are 
associated with the evaluation of impedances, mainly with a view to achiev ing a satis

factory match of the line to the load. lt is. however, easy to overlook other subsidiary, asso
ciated measurements which often have a direct bearing on thi s problem. Some of these arc: 

I. The accurate measurement of the frequency of the generator 's output, which is always 
a prime requ irement. This is particularly important when wide impedance variations arc 
likely to be encountered over a nan-ow frequency band - for example some antennas and 
narrow-band filters. The ideal measuring system would be a digital frequency counter. 
led with a very stable reference frequency source such as an oven-controlled crystal os
cillator (OCXO), a rubidium source or a source derived from a known, stable transmis
sion, such as the Radio 4 transmission on l 98kHz (located at Westerglen) or the France 
Inter transmission on 162k l-lz (located at Beaune, Southern France). The frequencies 
or these transmissions are maintained by reference to atomic sources at the National 
Physical Laboratory and the French Bureau of Standards respecti vely. Fi nally. a further 
possible, accurate frequency source, now becoming sign ifica ntly more affordable, is a 
sate II ite-controlled osc i 1 lator. 

2. The voltage on a transmission line may be readily monitored by a simple peak-reading 
circuit - as indicated in Fig.7.1 below. It should be remembered that the power transmit
ted, derived from the use of such a measured voltage (P = V2/Z0 ) is only true i r the line 
is matched (ie. the load impedance = Zo). 

+---J1---.--~-c:::i-~.+-~ 
IOOOp, lkV 

Dl 
1N914 
OA91 

+ 

Ml 
SOµA 

~~'~- ~~~~---.~....,.-~~~~_._. 

Insulated 
Plug 

Connecting Plugs 

Fig. 7.1 A Si111plc, l'eak-Readi11g li1/1111e1l!l"ji1r !IF 

3. Power fl ow may be deduced from voltage measurement - as indicated in (2) above 
- subject to the load being matched to the line. However, a more satisfactory pow
er flow evaluation may be obtained us ing a directiona l power meter (such as a Bird 
through- li ne wattmelcr) or a carefu lly ca li brated VSWR meter, both of which 
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ind icate the forward and refl ected powers. The operati on of the VSW R meter is outlined 
in /\ppendix G. For rea lly high powers, the load is usua lly a watcrcooled, resisti ve ele
ment and the power may then be derived from thenna l considerations. 

The Measurement of Impedance (or Admittance) 

These measurements generally fall into two areas, bridges for use at hi gh frequencies and 
line voltage or current measurements for VHF and above, although there is a good deal o r 
overlap between the two. 

Bridge Measurements 

There are a wide variety of bridge confi gurations availab le to measure both impedance and 
admittance and an exce llent summary may be found in the rather dated, Roya l Signals 
Handbook of Line Communication, Volume I , pp.272/274. Care shoul d be taken in the 
construction 01· these bridges to keep all the leads as short as poss ible and to ensure tha t 
the arrangement is well sc reened. An addit iona l problem arises from the use of resistors in 
some arms or these bridges. Conventional resistors. which \.VOrk well at low freq uencies. 
are likely to become very reactive at high frequencies and thi s will then give rise to signif
icant measurement errors. 

The most useful bridge for radio amateur use is without doubt the Wheatstone bridge. t\\'O 
versions of which are shown in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3. 
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"' 
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With both these circuits. balance is achieved when the input impedance of the line is resis
tive. In the simple RF bridge circuit, balance is obta ined when the input resistance to the 
line ( r) is given by 

r = 100 Cl .'C2 
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R2 
S I R set gain 

Fig. 7.3 A11 !1111plified RF Bridge 

Note that the 100 Ohm, high-stabi lity resistor, in Fig 7.2 should be a carbon compos ition 
(ie low reactance), component and that CI and C2 should be arranged so that as one is 
increased in value, so the oth er is dec reased in value. In the second circuit, balance is 
achieved when th e antenna 's impedance is 51 Ohms and resistive. If the characteristic im
pedance of the line is 50 (or 51) Oh111s, then the load is matched lo the li ne under ba lance 
conditions. 

General Im pedance Measurem ents on Line Systems 

Commercially. transmission line measurements are most frequently carried out using a 
network analyser. Th is equipment is able to give a di rect reading of the refl ection coeffi 
c ient or the load, usua lly using S-parameters. The use of the slotted I ine has largely been 
supcrceded by the network analyser but. in practice. they may be occasionally encoun
tered . The Smith Chart 111ay be useful in the appl ication of the res ults obtained from either 
of these sou rces and a copy appears as Appendix F for completeness. 

References 
(1] Royal Signals Handbook of Line Communication, Volume 1. pp.278/279 

[2] Clive Smith's "Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur". p.126. (RSGB) 
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Appendix A 

Some Other Wave Guiding Systems 

The M icrostrip Linc 

Dielectric 
(Substrate) 

Ground 
Plane 

This system is often encountered in microwave components. Potential users are re
ferred to the exce llent and comprehensive book by: T.C. Edwards and M.B. Steer, 
"Foundations of Interconnect and Mi crostrip Design" (3rd edition) Pub: Wiley & Sons, 
ISBN:978047 1607014 

The Triplate Line 

Conducting 
Strip 
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The Rectangular Waveguide 

Here the wavelength of the energy is not simply related to the rrequency. but involves the 
broad dimension of the wavegu ide - as indicated by the relationshi p: 

1 
b 

j 
a _ ____ _ 

11cA.y = 1 1cA.c,)~ - 11c2ar 

where Ag is the wavelength within the waveguide, ~. is the free space wavelength and a is 
the broad dimension or the waveguide. There are many excellent books on this subject -
fo r reference I used this book, 'Services Textbook of Radio', Volume 5 which contai ns fi rst 
class drawings o r waves in waveguides as well as a good exposition of the nature ol' the 
waves themselves. 

References 
[1] T.C. Edwards and M.B. Steer, "Foundations of Interconnect and Microstrip Design .. (3rd edition)Pub: Wiley & Sons. 

ISBN: 9780 4716 0701 4 

[2] "Services Textbook of Radio''. Volume 5 (1 958) 
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Appendix B 

Some C haracteri stics of Open Twin and Coaxial Line Systems 

E 
r 

Coaxial Line 

Inductance = 0.461og 1,i(R/r) ~tH/rn 

Capacitance = 24. I £,/log10(R/r) pF/111 

Zo = I 381og11,(R/r) Ohms 

I 

1~ 0--.. 
I I 

I I .r/.v/ ~~ __.. , d I+- --+- 1 d l+-
1 I I I 
I I I I 

Open Twin feeder 

Inductance = 0.92 1 log10(2D/d) ~t H/m 

Capacitance = I 2.05c,llogio(2D/d) pF/m 

Zo = 2761og 10(2D/d) Ohms 

where £, is the re lative die lectric constant of the material between the conductors. 
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Appendix C 

Voltages on a Transmission Line With Standing Waves 

In general there wi ll be two waves present on a transmission line, the forward wave. 
represented by VF si n( wt - Bx) and the reverse wave, represented by V R sin( wt + f·h) where 
h> is the angular frequency (2nf), B is the phase constant (2rr/A.) and x is the distance 
along the line. The actual size or the reflected wave (V,i ) is determined by the refl ection 
coefficient (p) of the load. Hence we may wri te YR = pV

1 
and the total voltage on the line 

is given by 

v = v r :sin(cot - ~x) + psin(u>t -f fh )} 

Expanding this gives 

v = VF { sinwt.cosrx - coswt.si nBx + p(si nltlt.cosf~x + coswt.sinBx)} 
or 

v = V, {[( I + p)cosf3x]sinwt - [( I - p)sinjh ]coswt} 

Rewriting this in th e form A.sin( wt + cp) shows, after some manipulation, that 

The phase cp is not usua lly of interest here but may be obtained by trigonometric 
manipulation of the equat ion ror v. For the purposes or sim plicity, the reflection coefficient 
p has been assumed to be entirely rea l. In practice, wit h reactive loads, p will be complex, 
nllhough the final results will be identica l to the situations indicated in Chapter 4, but the 
in it ial phase of the reflected wave will be modifi ed. 
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Appendix D 

The Design of L-Match Circuits 

--------..... 

L = 2.58µH A 

jX 

C = 50.1pF 

B - - - - - ____________ ...._ _ __, 

Fig 5.1 .-111 L-:\ lc11ch Cirrnit 

Load 
(R) 

The impedance (z) to the ri ght of' points A and Bin the above circui t is given by 

z _ jRX _ jRX (R- jX) _ R(X' + jRX) 
- R + jX - R' + X2 

- R2 + X' 

The rea l pa11 or th is im pedance is RX2 This is obviously less tha n R, and if 
R' + X1 

the reacti ve 'j' terms can be cancelled out a match may be achieved to Z
0 

(providing it is 
less th an R ). The reacti ve term, R ' X may be cance lled by a series reactance . 

R' + X 2 

of opposite sign. As an example. consider the design of a 14M I lz matchi ng section , 
terminated in a load of 600 Ohms. which is to be matched lo a line whose characteristic 
im pedance is 75 Ohms. Substitu ting, using the above expressions: 

then 

and 

z = 
0 

RX 1 
= 7 5 = 600 X 1 

R2 + X' (600)' + X' 

75(600 )' + 75 X2 = 600X" 

525X2 = 75(600}" 

X = 600 /TI = 227 Ohms. 
525 

m 



If this is a capacitance then 

( l
l)c = 227 c = -_1_1_7 __ ~--

2rr 14.10" 
C = 50.1 pF. 

Therefore (IJL = 227 Ohms and L = 227 H. 
2:rt 14. I 0'' 

2.58~tH. 

IC the load contains a parallel capacitance of more than 50. 1 pF, match ing wi ll not be able 
to be achi eved usi ng this circui t. 

In the event th at the reverse problem is encountered - to match a 75 Ohm load to a 600 
Ohm line, the solution would yield the same component values, but with the capacitor 
connected across the line and result in the circuit shown in Fig. 5.2 below: 

L = 2.58µH 
- - - - -----------., 

Zo= 6000 

C = 50.1pF 

- - - - - ----------------~ 

Fig. 5.1.2 L-:Vlotc/1 Cirrnil. 

Summari sing th is procedure: 

If R >Z11 then 
C = _I jR-Zu 

wR Zo 

and L = R J Zo 
w R - Zo 

and if R <Z11 then 

and 

m 

C = _I_ J Zo - R 
WL11 R 

L= Z11 lR 
( 1) -J~ 
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Voltages and Currents on a Loss-Free Transmission Line 

Some Important Results 
It may be shown that the voltage and current on a transmission line are given by: 

V, = VR cos Bx + j l1l 0 si n f·h 
and 

I.., = II( cos Bx + j(V/ Z) sin fh 

where Vs and Is are the voltage and current at the sending end of the line, V Rand IR are the 
voltage and current at the receiving end of the line, 1·~ is the phase constant (211:/A.), Z

0 
is the 

line's characteristic im pedance and x is the length of the line. Hence the input impedance 
at the sending end (Zs = V/ ls) is: 

Z~ = (VI< cos lh + j ll{Z0 sin 0x)/(IR cos fh + j[V/ Z0) sin f.1x) 

Di viding both the numerator and denominator by IR cos fh and replacing V / IR with z,, 
the load impedance gives 

z, = (Z
1 

+ jZ
11 
tan 11x )/( I + j [Z

1 
/Z

0
] tan f1x ). . . ..... .. ... . .. ... . ...... ...... ... ... ... I. 

Alternati vely, the input admittance (Y s = IJV s ) may be calculated from these fi rst two 
equations as 

Y s = (Y
1 

+ jY 
0 

tan f1x)/( 1 + j[Y JY 
0

] tan Bx) .. ... .... ..... .......... ..... . .. ... . .... 2. 

The Quartc1·-Wave Transformer 

If x = A.14. The tangent terms predominate in equation 1 above, and 

Zs = Z1//Z1 
or Z

0 
= -)zs Z

1 
. ........... ... .. . .......... . ... .... . ... . . .... . ... . . .. .. .... .. 3. 

Open-Circuited Stubs 

lf a line is open - circuit at its end, ZL is novv infinite. Only those tem1s in eq uat ion I wh ich 
conta in z, are then re levant and 

z~ = -jZ() cot Bx . ............ .... .. ... ... ······ ..... .. ... .. .... ... ... .... ..... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. 4 . 

If Bx < rc/2 (ie. < 90° ) then this represents a capacitance wh ich may be used in the matching 
process at VHF and above. 
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Alternatively, this may be expressed as a susceptance using equation 2 above: 

Y 
5 

= jY
0 

cot ~x ... .... ........... ........ .... .. ... ....... .. .. ... . ............ ..... ..... .. ... . 5. 

- again a capacitance. 

Short-C ircuited Stubs 

Similarly, if a length orl ine is short-circuited at its end, z, = 0 and equation I becomes 

Zs = jZ
11 

tan ~x .... ...... ....................... .... ................. .. .. ........ ..... .... ... 6. 

Again , providing ~x < rr/2 (ie. < 90" ) thi s represents an inductance which may also be used 
in the matching process at high frequenc ies . As with the short-circuit stub above, this may 
a lternati ve ly be represented by a susceptance using equation 2 above as: 

Ys=-jY0 cot~x ....... ................ .. ............ ................ .... ... . ... ... ........ .. 7. 

Inverting Quarter-Wave Sections 

Zs -

Fig. 5.]. / The Q11ar1er-ll (11·e Line 

From equation I, if ~x is made equal to n/2 (90"), corresponding to a line of length A/4, 
then the tangent terms in both the numerator and denominator predom inate and the whole 
expression becomes: 

or 

ie. the load impedance, expressed as a fraction or the characteristic impedance of the line 
is in verted. This is now the same as the load's admittance, compared to the characteristic 
admittance of the line (Y JY 

0
) - a use ful result when considering matching systems using 

shunt stubs, as in the example given at the end or Chapter 5. 

m 
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Solution to a Matching Problem 

As discussed in Chapter 5, the example problem to be solved is to match an impedance 
of 122 - j98 Ohms to a 50 Ohm line, us ing a shunt stub, placed at an appropriate pos iti on 
across the line - repeated below for clarity. 

I ~ I 
1 - x =0.144/\ - 1 
I I 

- -- - - -----.........---------...., 
From 

Transmitter 

Short Circuit 
Z0 = 500 

t 
Z0 = 500 J 

Load 
(122 - j980) 

Fig 5.3. I Marching Exmnple 

Solution by Calculation. 

From Appendix D, it is shown that: 

Ys = I/ Vs = (Y L + jY
0
tan ~x)/( 1 + j[YJ Y0]tan [h). 

The adm ittance of the load is calculated as: 
YI = l /ZL = l/(122-j98)=(4.98 +j4.00) I0-1 S. 

Substituting this value ofY
1

, with Y
0 

= l /Z
0 

= 1150 = 20. IO·-' S yields a complex fractional 
express ion for Y ., and after rationali sation, the rea l part should be made eq ual to Y . s () 

The solution of th is equation th en gives: 

tanfh = tan(2rcx/A) = 1.278 
or 

x = 0.14311. 

The susceptive part or Y ./Y 
1 

may now be calculated as j 1.56 and a shunt stub, short-cir-
' I cuited at its end and whose characteristic impedance is 50 Ohms so that 

cot~x = 1.56 wil l achieve a match. 
This g ives a stub length of 0.098A.. 
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Solution Using the Smith Chart 

The rather tedious calcu lations over page may be convenien tl y circumvented using this 
chart (011 page 47) and the thumbnai l sketches below which ind icate the steps involved to 
solve this problem. 

0 

/ 
~~ = 0.249 + j0.200 

~~ = 2.44 - j l .96 

00 

a) Trans formation or the load impedance (ZL/Z
0

) to i ts equivalent susceptancc ( Y / Y
0 

) . 

0 

00 

b) Location of posit ion on the l ine where the conductance is I. 

0 

1.0 1.0 

c) Evaluation o l' stub length. 

y_ = 1 + j l .56 
Yo 

Fig. 5.3 . .? Smif/1 Chari1f 1/ie ;\ fmc/1i11g F:.wmple i' Sol111io11 



The Smith Cha rt 

IMPEDANCE OR ADMITTANCE COORDINATES 

Rcproducl'dfimn ARRL /-/11111/hook 
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Appendix G 

The VSWR Meter 
reproduced from RadCom articles published in May 2012 and Nov 2013 

Frequentl y Seen Item 

The most common measuring instrument in the average 
amateur's shack is probably the mul timeter. This may be 
either an analogue instrument - the moving coil meter - or 
it may use digi tal techniques to measure a range of elec
trical parameters. The operat ion or these most important 
instruments is rcad i ly understood by thei r users and nor
mally presents no difficulty in appreciating the wide vari
ety of their uses. 

1, 

t 
v. 

I 
Primary winding . 

n1 lurns 

1 .. 

[] 
Secondary winding. 

n2 turns 

Fig 7. I . I J c1l1ages c111d n 11re111.1· 

i n u 1ra11sf i1r111er 

some or its inherent limitati ons. 

Preliminar y Points 

The next in line fo r popularity is probab ly the SW R me
ter, used to detect the presence of waves reflected from 
a transmitter's load (usually the antenna). The operation 
of this meter is not usually so well understood by am
ateurs, although some attempts in current publi cations 
do give very sketchy outlines of its action (notably the 
RSGB Handbook an d Moxon's Antennas for a ll Loca
tions). lt was therefore decided to look more closely at 
the operation of thi s most useful device in order to un
derstand its operating principles and also to appreciate 

There arc three, straightforward poin ts to appreciate before we arc able to fully under
stand the operation of the SWR meter: the transformer, waves on the transmission line and 
Ohm's law. We wi ll look at these in turn. 

The Transfo rmer 

Most amateurs wi ll be famil iar with the operati on of the transformer and its use to step up, 
or to step down, alternating vo ltages. The primary and secondary voltages (V1 and v~ in 
Fig. 7.1 . 1) are directly re lated to the number of turns on each winding, ie 

V2 _ n2 
v,- - n, 

Additionally (and more relevantly in the context of the SWR meter) the primary and sec
ondary currents are related by: 
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Hence, if the voltage is reduced. by making n" smaller than n1. the current wi ll be increased 
by the same amount - and vice versa. 

Waves on the Transmission Linc 
- ---- ----------~ 

Ir a signa l generator (transmitter) is connect- f 
ed to one end of a transmission line, usually From generator v. 

Transmission line, S Load 
? (antenna) 

either a coax ial cable or an open twin feed-
er, then an electromagnetic wave will trav-
el down the Ii ne at somewhat less than the 
speed of' li ght, as shown in Fig. 7, 1.2. Thi s 
wave, knO\Nn as the fonvard wave, will trav

-- characleristic 

impedance Z o 

Fig. 7. / .] Fnn rnrd l'ldtugc and c111n•111 ll'lll 'l'.I'. 

/r(ll-e/fi11g.fiw11 o genemtor to i1.1· loud 

el down the line towards the load as a vo ltage (Vi") and an associated current (I F). The 
ratio or this voltage to the current is the same everywhere on the line, irrespective of any 
other voltages or currents that may be pres
ent, and is fixed by the geometry of the line. 
This is known as the characteri stic imped
ance o!'the line (symbol Zo). 

Thus 

When the forward wave arrives al the load. 

Transmission line. 
To generator characteristic 

Load 

impedance Z " 
(antenna) 

Fig. 7.1. 3 R1!1 ·crse (reflected) mltage and c11rre11f 

11·m ·es. 1randli11g /in111 o luad tu 1he generator 

the energy is generally split into two parts ,---- - - - .,..-----------,--------, Is l e 
---+ --- some is absorbed by the load at the line's 

encl (usua lly the antenna) and some is re
fl ec ted back up the line, towards the gener
ator - as indicated in Fig. 7.1.3. Aga in , the 
voltage and current of the reflected wave 
(V R and IR respectively) are related by 

VR 
-1 =Zo 

R ' 

--- - - -

To generator 
i i 

Vs 
z, v. To load -- I 

---+ 

----- -
---+ --FQ1 .... ,11d l'>'.\\r<J fie-111.'CtN ~a'o'C 

Fig 7. I. 4 .'I 1rw1.1·111issio11 li11e 11 ·i1fi holfijimrard all({ 
/'('\'('I'S(' I\ '(/\'(',\' /Jl'l'.1'('/1/ 

the characteristic impedance or the li ne, in a sim ilar manner to the 1·orward wave already 
discussed. Nole especially, that the reflected current in this wave is travell ing in the oppo
site direction to the current in the forward wave. In general then. there wil l be two waves 
present on a line connecting a generator to a load - the for\\'a rd wave. travelling towards 
the load and a reflected wave, travell ing back towards the generator. as in Fig. 7. 1.4. 

Thus, at any point on the line, there wi ll be two waves present. travelling in opposite direc
ti ons to each other. It is the combination of these two waves which gives ri se to a standing 
wave or which, more later. 

The vo ltages associated with these waves at any point on the li ne will s imply add to each 
other. but the currents wi ll subtract rrom each other, as they arc travell ing in opposite di 
rections. The voltage at any point will therefore be Vr + VR but the currents will be lf - IR 
(assuming the refl ected wave lo be smaller than the forward wave). 



Ohm's Law 

To understand the action of the SWR meter. a remind
er of the voltage/current relationshi p conventions was 
thought worthwhi le: 

In Fig. 7. 1.5 a), it wil l be appreciated that the vo ltage 
(V) and the current ( I ) are related by V = IR, Ohm's 

a) b) 

law. Not ice that the convention is fo r the current to Fig. 7.1.5 Co111·el/fio11s 11sl!d i11 Oh111 ~· 

flow from the 'head ' or the vol tage arrow to its •tail' . La11· (S<'<' re.rl) 

If the current is shown to flow from the ' tail' of the voltage arrow, as in Fig. 7. 1.5 b), then 
V = - IR. 

With these three straightlorward points made, we are novv in a pos iti on to understand the 
\·VOrking of the VSWR meter. 

The VSWR Meter 

The transmission line. shown in Fig. 7.1.6 as a coaxial cable, is passed through the hole 
of a high permeability ferrite toroid. Th is conductor acts as the single turn primary of a 
transformer. carrying a current 11 - IR (the combined currents of the forwa rd and reverse 
waves). The current, 12, in the nl-turn secondary is therefore 

The voltages v, and Vl are 

V 
_ Zo 12 _ Zo (IF - IR) 

1 - 2 - 2n2 

and 

n2tums 

From 1ransm1llcr To load 

-~~-.......... ----'--........ ~~=""~ 

A1 

R2 
v. 

I 

Fig. 7. 1.6 l'SIVR meter 011tli11f! circuil 

these become 



Transfe rring our attent ion to R 1 and R2 on the right hand side of the diagram, the voltage 
across the two resistors is Y 1- + VH. The current through R 1 and R2 is 

VF + VR 
R1 + R2 

and the voltage, Y3, across R2 is 

- a potential divider. 

R2 (VF + VR) 
R1 + R2 

The voltage at point Pin the diagram is therefore 

R2 (VF + VR) 
VP = V 3 + V 1 = R 1 + R2 + 

and at po int Q is 

v - v v - R2 (VF + VR) VF - VR 
a - 3 + 2 - R1 + R2 - 2n2 

'f R2 - d I 1 1 R1 + R2 1s ma e equa to 2n2 

then these become 

VF VR 
Vp = - and Va= 

n2 n2 
- voltages proportional to the forward wave. and lo the reverse wave: success! 

As Y1' and Y(> are a lternat ing voltages, it is usual to connect a simple diode rectifi er ar
rangement lo both points P and Q to produce DC outputs representing the peak va lues of 
Vr and Yv which may then be measured by DC vo ltmeters. 

A typical. practical description of the construction of this instrument may be found in the 
Test El/lli/Jlllentfor the Rudio A111a1e11r, from which Fig. 7_ l _7 is reproduced for complete
ness . 

Some interesting deductions may be made from this c ircuit: 

I ) The val ue of RY I in parallel with R2 should be such that 
1 R2 1 

2n2 = R 1 + R2 = 2.12 
This gives R2 as 2 l 7D., including the I k in parallel. The setting for RY I should therefore 
be about 489Q - about one half of the I k track ava ilab le. This is normally adjusted on test 
using a known good dummy load. 

2) The power lost within the instrument is essentiall y the power lost in the vo ltage sam
pling resistors RI, R2 and RV! plus the power di ssipated in R3 and R4. If the load is 
matched lo the line, only the forward wave's vo ltage and current a re present and taking 
a I OOW power flow down the li ne (and taking Zo to be SOD.) g ives Yr = 70.7Y and Ir = 
l.41A . 

The power taken from the wave in both the vo ltage sampling resistors and the two resis
tors, tota ling SOD., is readily calculated as I. 7W - a negligible fraction of the I OOW in the 
forward wave. 



Variations on the Theme. 

In practice. one may encounter several variations on the basic circuit. The resistor cha in 
consisting or RI . R2 and RV! may be replaced by a capaciti ve voltage dividing arrange
ment. Although thi s appears to eliminate the rower losses in the resistive dividing system 
shown here. a resistor is necessary to complete a DC path for the divider and the meter 
currents. Thi s docs. obviously consume some power. 

Some circui ts replace the resistor chain shown here with another transformer, identical 
with T I in Fig. 7. In this case the 12 turn winding wou ld be placed across the line and 
the one tu rn secondary would be connected to the junction o f the two 27Q res is tors and 
the common (earth ) rail. The transfo rmer T I may a lso appea r as a pair of closely coupled 
printed lines. the operation of wh ich is outs ide the scope of thi s article, but cou ld be made 
the subject or a fu ture contribution. 

Shortcomings and Points to Note 

For the c ircui t to work co1Tectly. a ll resistors must actua ll y be resistors at the frequencies 
concerned. Most resistors are qui te reactive at high freq uencies. Carbon compositi on com
ponents are tradi tionally used in thi s instrument as th ey are generally recognised to be the 
least react ive type of component. 

The connection of Rl to the line should, ideal ly, be made precisely where it passes through 
the ho le in the toro id. Tl . In practice, the connection will be made to one or other s ide of 
this optimum r oint and some small error wi ll inevitably result. 

Calibration. 

There is no real substitute for calibrating this instrument aga inst a known, accurate meter. 
such as the Bird through line wattmeter. Fortunately, further analysis of the circuit gives 
us a good ba ll park fi gure for the voltage wave, the associated current wave and the power 
travelling in each direction on the line. 

The voltages at poi nts P and Q in Fig. 7.1 .6 have been shown to be 

~; and ~~ respective ly 

assuming YR I to have been correctly adj usted using a known good 50.0 load. Re l'erring 
back to the complete circuit (Fig. 7 .1 .7). it will be noted that these s ignal voltages are recli
ned by the diodes DI and D2 and, in conjunction with the capacitors CI and C2 prov id ing 
a peak indication of VP and VQ. Thus 

Vp(pk) = V VF and V0 (pk) = V VR 
n2 n2 

Here the forward voltage drops in DI and 0 2 have been neglected but, if desired, may be 
assumed to be in the range 0.5 to I .OV and the appropri ate corrections made. 

As an example, il'the range switch is set to, say. the SOW FSD position then the current in 
the meter will be 
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(neg lecti ng the internal resistance of the meter - typically around 5k for a moving coil 
instrument). For SOW travel ling down the line, the forward voltage on the li ne will be 

VF=~ = " 50 . 50 = sov (RMS) 

Tl 

Short lengths of C.Od)(i'11 c.able 
12 turn!> of 24 !iw9 w1re on 

FX3852 or Rair·nte 596 JC)0030 l core 

RI 
4k7 

Ml 

RS 

HOk 

The meter current is then 

DI 

OA91 

R4 

Cl 
1011 

M.:11ched 

OA91s 

RJ 

02 

Fi.I!.· 7.1 . 7 The VSWR cirrnit 

-JT36 
12 . 10s A = 60µA 

Rl2 

JlOk 

RI 
Sk 

Antenna 

R2 
3900 

- on the high side, but this would be reduced to nearer 50µA by making allowances for the 
diode voltage drop, the internal resistance of the meter and R3 and R4 being sl ightly high
er than one half of the 50Q characteristic im pedance of the line. Identical considerations 
apply Lo the section used to evaluate the parameters of the reflected 'Nave. 

Measuring VSW R 

The voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) may also be obta ined from VF and V R: 

v F + v R - IF RF + IR RR 
VF - VR - IF RF - IR RR 

where 11 and IR are the cu1Tents indicated on the meters measuring the forward and re
verse wave respective ly and R,. and RR arc the co1Tesponding res istors (usually the same) 
switched in series with the meters. In some VSWR meters, using l\-vo meters in a common 
casing and a1Tanged so the needles cross enables the V SWR to be obtained from a scale 
engraved on the meter·s face. 
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lf Vp and V<J are input via an analogue to digital converter to a microprocessor, the device 
can calculate and display forward and reverse power leve ls and the reflection coeffic ient 
of the load. maki ng a very versatil e inslrument. 

How the tandem match works 

/\n alternative circuit arrangement, using two identical toroids, known variously as the 
Stockton circuit, the tandem match or the four port hybrid transformer. The circuit of this 
arrangement. reproduced from Cliff Smith :S· Test Eq11ipmem for the Radio Amateur. is 
shown in Fig. 7.1.8. 

m.irr"""tJ ~ ~ out ~-· ,!, ;'i, ~ ",,_,_ -.... ....... ..... ~=~.. .. .. ., 
, 2 11 1000 , • 1oon , 

......... ·;;.,· 

F(~. 7. 1.8 The 'T1.111cle111 Mutch' VSWN cirrnil 

Circuit Operation 

To load (antenna) 

R t 
V· 

Fig. 7. 1. 9 Skell'/011 circuit o(the /1111<ll'111 ma/ch 

t 
v. 

Vig. 7.1.11! Si11111li/ieclske/e1011cirrni1jiil'0J10/nis 

As may be expected, the heart of this system lies in the action of the two transformers and 
their associated SOD resistors (two I OOQ resistors in paralle l in the diagram). To analyse 
this, the ci rcuit has been simplified lo include only those components relevant to its basic 
acti on. shown in Fig. 7.1.9. 

To recapitulate from the first article on this subject, !he current on the main feeder passing 
through the upper toroid and constituting one effectiv1;; turn is 11 - 11(, where Iv is the current 
associated with the forward wave, travell ing from the transmitter to the load and IR is the 
current associated \\' ith he reflected wave. travelling back from the load towards !he trans
miuer. Ir !he number or turns on the seconda1y or thi s toroid is ·n ', then the current in the 
secondary is (11 - IR)/n. 

The lower, identical toroid is essentiall y a voltage-reducing trans former, fed from the main 
reeder vvhere the voltage is VF + V R, the sum of the voltages associated with the forward 
and reverse wave respectively. The voltage induced in the single turn , passing th rough the 
central hole, is therefore (Yr+ VR)/n. Using these thoughts, the circuit may be simplified 
to its skeleton fom1, shown in Fig. 7. 1. 10. 

To determine Y1 and v~ the superposition theorem is used: first analyse the circuit with 
the current generator suppressed ( ie rep laced by an open circu it). then analyse aga in with 
!he voltage generator suppressed (ie replaced with an open circuit ). The actua l voltages 
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V 1 and V 2 arc then the sum of the contributions of each generator. Suppressing the current 
generator yields the circuit shown in Fig. 7 .1 . 11 . 

This gives V., = (V1 + VR)/2n and Vil = - (V1 t- V1<)/2n 

~ 
n -

R 
Vs 

Ve 

I 

i 
R Vo 

I 
R 

Fig. 7. 1.11 Fig. 7. / . /() 11·i1h rnrre111 

.'f.L'llL'/'l//(/ /' .\llfl/lff.\ '"" 

Fig. 7. I . I:! Fig . 7.1. I() 11·i1h rn/1age genera/or 
s11pprcsset! 

Similarl y, suppressing the voltage source to zero and replac ing it with a sho11 circui t 
reduces Fig. 7. I. l 0 to the a rrangement shown in Fig. 7. I . 12. 

This gives Ve = VD= R(I, - l1d/2n 

and since l r = V r/Zo and IR = V RiZo these become 

V1 = v i) = R(V1 - VR)/2nZo 

Provided R = Zn Lhis becomes Ve= VD = (V1 - VR)/2n 

Adding these voltages gives 

V1 = v., + Ve = (V1 + V1<)/2n + (Yr - VR)/2n = Y1·/n 

and V2 = V11 + Vn = - (V1 + V1<)/2n + (V1 - V1di2n = - V1dn 

Thus V I represents the vo ltage associated with the forward wave and V 2 the voltage as
sociated wit h the reflected wave, each simply scaled down by the turns ration . It will be 
appreciated that these are alternating voltages which are usually rectified and smoothed to 
produce a DC vo ltage that con esponds to their peak va lues. 

As an example, taking a fa irly typical value of 10 for n and assuming a transmitter supply
ing a fo rward power of IOO W in a 50Q Ii ne gives a peak Ii ne voltage or I OOV. The re ct i fl ed 
forward indication will therefore be 100/10 V = lOV - a reasonable voltage that is large 
enough to swamp any potent ially serious inaccuracies due to rectifier drops etc. 

Finally, it must be noted that the 50Q resistors in this circuit must be chosen to be equal in 
value to the characteristic impedance or the line if correct readi ngs are to be obtained a 
constraint not present in the earl ier, single transformer circui t. It is a lso recommended that 
these components are selected with care: carbon film types are now ava ilable with excel
lent HF characte ristics - although they are rather expensive! 
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RSGB Antenna File 
The Radio Society of Great Britain (RSGB) has been promoting antenna ~ 
experimentation for over 100 years and for most of th is time publish ing the work done in o. 
its monthly journal. The RSGB Journal RadCom has therefore developed a reputation ~ 
for producing some of the best mate rial on antennas published anywhere. This book is ii 
a compilation of some of the best articles about antennas that have been published in ~ 
the RSGB in recent years. i! 
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The RSGB Antenna File covers all parts of the spectrum from HF to UHF - and even LF 8 
and microwave frequencies. From simple wire dipoles to more complex multi-band and ·~ 
multi-element arrays, RSGB Antenna File contains dozens of 'how to' construct ional ;:x 
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antenna designs featured in th is book. 

The RSGB Antenna File reproduces the articles as originally published and is broken 
down into five logical sections. HF Antennas is the first and largest section and this 
is followed by a section covering VHF, UHF and Microwave Antennas. Antenna 
experimentation is though much more than this, so readers will also find sections on 
Feeders and Baluns and ATUs and Antenna Matching. There is even a section of the 
less easily defined antenna article called Miscellaneous Antenna Articles. 

In short, there are nearly 120 antenna articles here crammed into 288 pages with 
information on antennas of all types that will be of interest to all antenna experimenters 
everywhere. Today antenna experimentation is al ive and well and as popular as ever, 
making the RSGB Antenna File a 'must have' book for every radio amateur. 
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